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We propose an energy-efficient adaptive geosource multicast routing (EAGER) for WSNs. It addresses the energy and scalability
issues of previous location based stateless multicast protocols inWSNs. EAGER is a novel stateless multicast protocol that optimizes
location-based and source-based multicast approaches in various ways. First, it uses the receiver’s geographic location information
to save the cost of building a multicast tree.The information can be obtained during the receiver’s membership establishment stage
without flooding. Second, it reduces packet overhead, and in turn, energy usage by encoding with a small sized node ID instead
of potentially large bytes of location information and by dynamically using branch geographic information for common source
routing path segments. Third, it decreases computation overhead at each forwarding node by determining the multicast routing
paths at a multicast node (or rendezvous point (RP)). Our extensive simulation results validate that EAGER outperforms existing
stateless multicast protocols in computation time, packet overhead, and energy consumption while maintaining the advantages of
stateless protocols.

1. Introduction

Large self-organizing wireless sensor networks (WSNs) con-
sist of a great number of sensor nodes with wireless commu-
nication and sensing capabilities. The sensor nodes can be
deployed randomly close to or inside of the terrain of interest
to provide cooperative wireless ad hoc network services. The
sensed data and controlmessages are exchanged between sen-
sor nodes and the control (sink) nodes via amultihop routing
protocol. Potential applications of WSNs are numerous, and
include environmental monitoring, industrial control and
monitoring, and military surveillance to name a few.

Many sensor nodes have been commercially developed
for various purposes (e.g., [1–6]). However, the sensor nodes
have limitations such as a low capacity processor, small
memory, and tiny storage as shown in Table 1, in addition to
battery constraints.

Meanwhile, many WSN applications such as mission
assignments, configuration updates, and phenomenon

reports require one-to-many communications in nature,
either from a sensor node to sink nodes or a sink node to
sensor nodes. Multicast routing is an important routing
service for such applications, as it provides an efficient means
of distributing data to multiple recipients compared to
multiple unicasts, using in-network replication. Considering
both limitations of sensor nodes and the significance of
multicast routing, it is critical to deliver multicast packets
with a low overhead of resources such as energy, processing,
memory, and storage in sensor nodes.

Multicast protocols can be classified into three cat-
egories including tree-based, source-based, and location-
basedmulticast protocols.The tree-basedmulticast protocols
[7–12] deliver a multicast packet relying on forwarding states
maintained at nodes in a path. Its major drawbacks are
control information flooding and storage for forwarding
table establishment and maintenance, which produce a lot
of overhead in WSNs. The source-based multicast protocols
[13, 14] make a path tree at a source, and a multicast
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Figure 1: wireless sensor network multicast application types.

packet encoded with the path tree information is propagated,
requiring no states in WSN nodes. However, as the network
size expands, it accrues packet size elongation due to the
increased path tree information, which in turn, causes a
sharp increase in the overhead of CPU processing and energy
consumption. In location-based multicast protocols [15, 16],
a multicast packet contains the location information of the
destination nodes. It is stateless, like source-based routing,
but the packet header size is proportional to the number of
destinations and does not increase with the network size.
However, it requires computation at every forwarding node in
a path while looking for the next forwarding node, resulting
in excessive processing of CPU and energy consumption.

In this paper, we present an energy-efficient adaptive
geosource multicast Routing (EAGER) protocol for WSNs.
EAGER is a novel stateless multicast protocol to optimize
the previous location-based and source-based multicast
approaches in various ways. The unique contributions of the
proposed protocol are as follows: (1) it builds a common path
multicast tree during the group membership establishment
period.This on-demand approach reduces the location flood-
ing overhead of the network topology maintenance on each
node; (2) it decreases the computational overhead of each
forwarding node such as the forwarding decision and packet
decoding/encoding, with simple serialized path information;
(3) it reduces the packet encoding overhead by adaptively
using geographic unicast and source multicast. Geographic
unicast is more efficient for long nonbranching path seg-
ments, and source multicast is desirable with branching path
segments; (4) it further decreases the packet header size by
using the multicast packet with a small node ID instead
of potentially large position information; (5) overall, the
reduced computational overhead, encoding overhead, and
packet header size enable EAGER to consume less energy
than location-based or source-based multicast protocols.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a survey of existing multicast protocols for WSNs.
Section 3 describes the proposed EAGER scheme and
its algorithms. Section 4 presents extensive evaluations of
EAGER and its comparison with location-based or source-
based multicast protocols in various scenarios. Section 5
offers the conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work

A large number of studies (e.g., [17–19]) have been conducted
in the field of multicast applications in WSNs. Those appli-

Table 1: Capacities of sensor nodes.

Categories Name CPU (MHz) Memory Storage

Sensor nodes

Egs 96 52KB 256KB
Micaz 8 4KB 128KB
TelosB 8 10KB 48KB

Tmote sky 8 10KB 48KB
IMote2 400 32MB 32MB

SunSPOT 400 1MB 8MB

cations operate in a multicast communication mode either
from a sensor node to sink nodes or a sink node to sensor
nodes, as depicted in Figure 1(a). Configuration updates [17]
or mission assignments [18] are the examples of a sensor to
sinks multicast. Sensor to multiple sinks [19] scenarios are
common for monitoring applications that require reliability.

Multicast protocols in wireless networks can be classified
into three categories including tree-based, source-based,
and location-based multicast protocols. The examples of
tree-based multicast algorithms include adaptive demand-
driven multicast routing protocol (ADMR) [8], on-demand
multicast routing protocol (ODMRP) [9], multicast ad hoc
on demand distance vector routing (MAODV) [10], pro-
gressively adapted sub-tree in dynamic meshs (PAST-DM)
[7], ad hoc multicast routing protocol utilizing Increasing
id-numberS (AMRIS) [11], and ad hoc multicast routing
protocol (AMRoute) [12]. They have been developed for
traditional wireless ad hoc networks, and have evolved in sup-
port of WSNs. However, those traditional multicast routing
techniques are designed as control centric approaches, and
focus on solving the mobility issues under the assumption of
enough processing and local storage capacity on each node.
They maintain a forwarding table on each node through a
multicast routing tree for each group. The distributed group
forwarding states should be updated via periodic control
flooding messages, consuming significant energy. Due to the
resource limitations on sensor nodes, they cannot be directly
used for WSNs.

A Source-based multicast protocol, such as dynamic
source multicast (DSM), has been proposed to perform cen-
tralizedmembershipmanagement on amulticast root instead
of distributed state maintenance. A root or a multicast source
builds a multicast tree using the locally maintained network
topology information and encodes the tree information
into the packet header. Forwarding nodes relay the packet
according to the tree path information carried in the packet
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Table 2: Classification of WSN multicast protocols.

Tree-based routing Location-based routing Source-based routing

Strengths Small data packet overhead
No distributed routing control overhead,
less path encoding and decoding
overhead than source-based

No distributed routing control overhead,
relatively smaller forwarding
computation than location-based

Weaknesses Stateful, large control overhead
(flooding), large memory/storage

Large packet size (location
information of destinations),
large forwarding computation

Large packet size (path), path
encoding and decoding overhead

Examples MAODV, ADMR, ODMRP,
AM-Route, AMRIS PBM, LGT, GMR, DDM, RDG DSM

header. Although the distributed stateless multicast protocols
are typically considered to be better for resource constrained
WSNs than stateful distributed tree-based protocols, for
large-scale networks, those statelessmulticast protocols suffer
substantial energy consumption due to the packet encoding
and decoding operations at a source node and forwarding
nodes, respectively.

Several location-based multicast protocols such as Loca-
tion Guided Tree construction algorithms (LGT) [15], differ-
ential destination route driven gossip (RDG) [20], differential
destinationmulticast (DDM) [21], geographicmulticast rout-
ing (GMR) [16], and position-based multicast routing proto-
col (PBM) [14] have been proposed.These protocols compute
the next forwarding node at each node on the path, based
on location information of destinations rather than path
information. Therefore, these have less path encoding and
decoding overhead than source-based multicast protocols.
However, these protocols still require large packet sizes for
the destinations’ location information and large forwarding
computation at all the path nodes. In order to address
the issue of scalability for a large number of destinations,
hierarchical rendezvous point multicast protocol (HRPM)
[22], hierarchical geographicmulticast routing (HGMR) [23],
hierarchical differential destination multicast (HDDM) [24],
and scalable position-basedmulticast (SPBM) [25] have been
proposed.

Our work, EAGER, is unique. It adaptively uses location-
based unicast and source-based multicast approaches in
order to reduce the computational overhead of forwarding. It
also minimizes packet header overhead using enhanced state
encoding capability, as well as tree construction overhead
using on-demand path information-based tree construction.
Table 2 summarizes strengths, weaknesses, and examples of
classified multicast protocols.

3. Energy-Efficient Adaptive Geosource
Multicast Routing

In this section, we first give a brief background on GMR
and DSM that are representative examples of location-based
multicast routing and source-basedmulticast routing, respec-
tively, as EAGER optimizes their advantages adaptively. We
then describe the detailed EAGER protocol for the following
three main operations: (1) multicast tree construction, (2)
routing path encoding, and (3) packet forwarding method.

We have chosenGMR andDSM as the best representative
schemes for large size multicasting. Inherently, LGT [15] and
DDM [21] have been designed for small group multicast and
are not scalable to large sized networks. GMR has shown
that PBM [14] needs larger computation time and number of
data transmissions than GMR.With the same packet size per
transmission, the larger number of data transmissions result,
in larger total packet sizes.

3.1. Background. GMR assumes to have the entire multicast
membership information at the multicast root node like
other stateless protocols. However, instead of building a
multicast tree for all destinations, the multicast root node
selects forwarding nodes among its neighbors according to
the cost and progress ratio to the destinations. Hence, the
packet header only carries selected forwarding neighbor IDs
and a list of the destinations for each forwarding node.
Figure 2(a) illustrates how GMR routing works. A source (A)
broadcasts a packet that has a neighbor id (B) and 𝑥 − 𝑦

coordinates of destinations {𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑦, 𝐷𝑥, 𝐷𝑦}. Upon receiving
the message packet, each selected forwarding node calculates
the next forwarding nodes for the given destinations among
its neighbors.That is, node B calculates a neighbor id for each
path. In this example, a node C is selected as a neighbor for
a destination E, and a node D is chosen for a destination
D, respectively. Subsequently, the node B broadcasts the
packet with chosen neighbors and the coordinates of the
destinations. The multicast packet is eventually propagated
to destinations using the next forwarding neighbor calcula-
tion on each forwarding node. Each forwarding node per-
forms approximately 𝑂(𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠)

3
) cal-

culations to select forwarding neighbors.
DSM assumes that each node has the entire network

topology using periodic location flooding information. The
root node locally computes a Steiner tree for the multicast
group. For example, the tree at Figure 2(b) is a Steiner tree
that the root node A creates. The packet header carries
encoded multicast tree path information (node IDs) using
the Prüfer sequence [26]. Node IDs in the Prüfer sequence
[26] represent interior nodes in paths (not leaf-nodes). Upon
receiving themessage packet, each child node, which is inside
the Prüfer sequence, decodes the sequence, creates a Steiner
subtree, and encodes a new Prüfer sequence to the packet
header. For example, a node B receives {𝐵, 𝐵, 𝐶} sequence and
knows it is a forwarding node because B is in the sequence.
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Figure 2: GMR versus DSM routing.

The node B decodes the sequence and creates a Steiner
subtree without a node A. After that, node B creates and
broadcasts the {𝐵, 𝐶} sequence. The packet is relayed until it
reaches leaf nodes.When node𝐷 receives the packet,𝐷 is not
in a sequence. Therefore, D knows that D is a leaf node and
stops forwarding the packet.The complexity of tree encoding
is 𝑂((𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ)

2
) on each child node.

3.2. EAGER Algorithms and Operations. EAGER protocol
consists of algorithms formulticast tree construction, routing
path encoding, and a packet forwarding method. We next
describe each of them in details.

3.2.1. Multicast Tree Construction. The existing source multi-
cast routing protocols assume that every node maintains the
entire network topology information using location flooding.
Each multicast root node constructs a multicast tree for the
given destinations using the network topology. However, the
periodic location flooding is expensive as it consumes much
of the energy, especially for large networks. To save the cost
of building a multicast tree, in EAGER, each multicast root
node (or rendezvous point (RP)) obtains the path infor-
mation to the destination during the multicast membership
establishment stage instead of the location flooding. Each
join request message carries its path information toward the
multicast root node along with its location information. For
example, when a member node joins by using geographic
unicast, each intermediate node in the path adds its location
information to the join packet. The multicast root eventually
receives reverse geographic shortest path information to the
destination. A multicast tree is created on-demand using
the path information in 𝑂(𝑛𝑜.𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠). According to the path
information obtained by each joinmessage, themulticast root

further optimizes the multicast tree identifying the common
path segments among the destinations.

The schemeworks as follows. First a destination node, dst,
sends a join message, joinMsg, toward the source, src. The
join message is relayed to the next forwarding node among
the neighbor nodes that is geographically close to src. As
illustrated in Algorithm 1, an intermediate node maintains
a temporary multicast state table named MState with the
information of [dstSeg, hopCnt]. dstSeg is a list of destination
node IDs, and hopCnt is the longest hop count from the
intermediate node to the destinations in the list. When a
joinMsg arrives at an intermediate node, if any dstSeg in the
MState table contains the same dst ID and the existing hopCnt
is larger than the new join message, the join message will be
dropped. For example, in Figure 3, if the destination node 𝑗

has already joined themulticast group, the intermediate node
𝑑 will maintain the destination nodes both 𝑖 and 𝑗 in the
dstSeg.

When the join message from the destination node 𝑖

arrives in the intermediate node 𝑑, 𝑑 will stop sending the
join message as the MState table contains 𝑖, and the hopCnt
is greater than the hop count from the join message. If
the hopCnt is less than the new join message’s hop count,
the dstSeg and hopCnt will be updated with the new path
information and hop count, respectively. If the dst ID is new, a
new entry will be added in theMState table.The intermediate
node adds the location information to the join message
and forwards the join message to the next forwarding node
toward the src node. The MState table will be maintained
temporarily during the membership establishment stage.The
MState table on an intermediate node helps the src node to
make compressed path information to the destinations, but
is not used for data packet forwarding.
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(1) // MState:multicast state table, contains dst and hopCnt pairs
(2) if joinMsg(dst) ∈ MState(dstSeg) then
(3) if hopCnt < MState(dstSeg).hopCnt then
(4) MState(dstSeg) = dst

(5) MState(dstSeg).hopCnt = hopCnt

(6) Add the location information to joinMsg
(7) Send the joinMsg to the next hop toward src

(8) end if
(9) else
(10) Add [dstSeg, hopCnt] to Mstate
(11) Add the location information to joinMsg
(12) Send the joinMsg to the next hop toward src

(13) end if

Algorithm 1: Group management at intermediate nodes.
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Figure 3: Construction of multicast tree.

Once a joinMsg is received by the src node, it constructs
a multicast tree starting with a path segment that is used by
the highest number of destinations, until it includes all the
destinations. For example, in Figure 3, when the src node 𝑅

has received join messages from ℎ and 𝑗 in sequence, the src
node can identify a common path segment of {𝑅, 𝑑} from the
paths {𝑅, 𝑑, 𝑒, 𝑓, 𝑔, ℎ} and {𝑅, 𝑑, 𝑖, 𝑗}.

3.2.2. Routing Path Encoding. In stateless source-based mul-
ticast routing protocols, the multicast root node encodes
the multicast tree into the packet header using tree struc-
ture algorithms such as the Prüfer sequence algorithm.
The encoded multicast tree information will be decoded
on each intermediate node and re-encoded for the subtree
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Figure 4: LCRS binary tree and a serialized path sequence.

entries before sending the packet. For example, the Prüfer
sequence algorithm takes𝑂(𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) packet header size.
However, the complexity of multicast tree encoding and
decoding is 𝑂((𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ)

2
) on each intermediate node.

To avoid the expensive encoding and decoding overhead
on each intermediate node, EAGER serializes the subtree
path information using an LCRS (left child right sibling)
binary tree [27]. As the tree serialization requires additional
delimiters, it may result in a slightly bigger packet size than
the other source multicast routing protocols. For example,
compared with the pure source multicast scenarios of the
spanning tree with 𝑛 number of nodes, the encoding ratio
(𝑛 − 2) of the Prüfer sequence algorithm used in DSM can be
slightly better than our LCRS-based serialized path encoding
algorithm (𝑛 − 1 + number of branch delimiters). However,
EAGER is designed to have less computation overhead on
each intermediate node. The computation complexity of
EAGER is 𝑂(1) while the Prüfer sequence algorithm has
𝑂(𝑛
2
).
Algorithms 2, 3, and 4 show how serialization algorithms

work. First, the encoding algorithm translates the original n-
ary multicast tree to an LCRS (left child and right sibling)
binary tree. Starting from the multicast root node, the left
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Input: source node
Output: path
(1) path = 0

(2) PathSerializing(a source node, path)

Algorithm 2: Routing path encoding.

Input: node
Output: path
(1) if node == Null then
(2) return
(3) end if
(4) if node→ right then
(5) PathSerializing(node→ right)
(6) end if
(7) if IsBranch(node) then
(8) // if a node has more than two children
(9) if ID(node) ̸= ID(source node) then
(10) add(path, ID(node))
(11) end if
(12) add(path, Delimiter)
(13) PathSerializing(node→ left)
(14) else
(15) if IsLongPath(node) then
(16) // if there are more than three subsequent children
(17) // that is, child - grandchild - grandgrandchild . . .

(18) TmpNode = PathSerializingForUnicast(node)
(19) add(path, XCoordinate(TmpNode))
(20) ‘add(path, YCoordinate(TmpNode))
(21) node = TmpNode
(22) else
(23) add(path, ID(node))
(24) end if
(25) PathSerializing(node→ left)
(26) end if

Algorithm 3: Path serializing.

most child of a node becomes the left child of the new
binary tree, and the right most sibling becomes the right
child of the new binary tree. For example, the original tree
in Figure 3 becomes the new LCRS binary tree in Figure 4.
Second, serialized path information is created by walking
along the LCRS binary tree in the order of “sibling first,
then child node.” As illustrated in Figure 4, the serialized
path {𝑑, 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑒, 𝑓, 𝑔, ℎ, 𝑎, 𝑐, 𝑏} is created by walking through the
LCRS binary tree with a few additional delimiters. EAGER
uses a fixed size information block to encode the state
information. The serialized path is presented as consecutive
information blocks. The information block can be used as
a node ID, location coordinates, or a delimiter. Figure 7
shows a 2-byte delimiter format example. A delimiter can
be distinguished from other information blocks by setting
1 in the most significant bit of an information block. Each
delimiter has two 7-bit offsets. The node ID block can be
identified by setting 00 in the left 2 bits. With a 2 byte
information block, the maximum number of node IDs can
be about 16 K (use only 14 bits). Branch delimiters are inserted

next to the original tree branches’ serialized path to indicate
the original tree’s sibling relationship. That is, the subtree
information for each sibling node is separated by the branch
delimiters.

Furthermore, EAGER optimizes the encoded packet size
adaptively using branch geographic information for common
source routing path segments as can be seen at line 15 to
21 of Algorithm 3. It identifies long nonbranchingrouting
path segments and uses the branch locations for the source
routing information instead of many node IDs along the
path. A long nonbranchingpath segment is identified during
the serialized path creation if a node has more than three
subsequent children; that is, child-grandchild-great grand-
child. The serialized path is minimized using the location
information (i.e., 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates) instead of putting the
entire node IDs in the path. As we see in Algorithm 4, if a
forwarding node finds the location information (delimiter
value is 01) in the serialized path, it uses a geographic unicast
toward the next branching node. Although it requires each
forwarding node to run a geographic unicast algorithm,
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Input: node
Output: a branch or a destination node
(1) if IsBranch(node) then
(2) return node
(3) end if
(4) // a leaf node
(5) if node→ left == Null then
(6) return node
(7) end if
(8) PathSerializingForUnicast(node→ left)

Algorithm 4: Path serializing for unicast.
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the computation complexity is minimal. We name long-path
optimization as the technique to reduce packet size by using
𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates for a long nonbranchingpath.

3.2.3. Packet Forwarding. When amulticast packet is received
by a forwarding node, the node selects the serialized path
for its own subtree according to the branch delimiter infor-
mation. Figure 5 illustrates how to utilize the serialized path
information along the 𝑅 to 𝑔 forwarding track on the short
path nodes. For example, node 𝑑 can make a new serialized
path for its subtree by checking the offset from the first
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[1] = 0 and [2] = 1 coordinate
[1] = 0 and [2] = 0 Node ID

2bytes

14 bits ([3] + [4])

14 bits ([3] + [4])

𝑋 or 𝑌

Figure 7: 2 Bytes information block example.

delimiter (𝑅). Del(R) points node d and node a, which are
forwarding nodes. Node d recognizes that it is a forwarding
node with Del(R). By using line 3 to 7 of Algorithm 5, node d
extracts the path of the next subtree, {𝐷𝑒𝑙(𝑑), 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑒, 𝑓, 𝑔}, and
broadcasts with the path. In this case, there is no additional
calculation overhead except the simple packet truncation
for the next subtree, and computation overhead at each
forwarding node.

However, in case of a long non-branch path, all node IDs
in the long path should be contained into serialized paths. In
order to reduce the size overhead of node IDs due to the long
path, we use long-path optimization. As shown in Figure 6,
there is a long (𝑛 nodes) nonbranchingpath segment between
node 𝑓 and 𝑔. In this case, a multicast packet is delivered to
node e by using the sameway as Figure 5, but node e sends the
packet to node g by the geographic unicast routing because
of the existence of the long and non-branch path (f to g).
The path segment can be represented by only 2 information
blocks; thus, the information is reduced by 2(𝑛 − 2) bytes. It
also results in a great saving of packet size along the path.
The algorithms for the forwarding operation are shown in
Algorithms 5 and 6.

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of EAGER
and compare it with the performance of GMR and DSM.
We implemented EAGER using an NS2 (v2.35) simulator.
We used a grid network topology. Most evaluations were
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Input: serialized path, node
(1) if FirstBit(path[0]) == 1 then
(2) // the first byte in path is a delimiter
(3) if ID(node) ∈ {IDs pointed by the delimiter} then
(4) pos1 = indexInPath(node) + 1
(5) pos2 = indexInPath(next node pointed by delimiter after me) − 1
(6) path = {path[pos1], . . ., path[pos2]}

(7) Forward(path)
(8) end if
(9) else
(10) if FirstTwoBits(path[0]) == 01 then
(11) // the first byte in path is x coordinate
(12) // path [0], path [1] are X and y coordinates
(13) of a branch or a destination
(14) if path[2] ̸= Null then
(15) path = {path[2], . . ., path[length(path) − 1]}
(16) end if
(17) Forward(path)
(18) else if FirstTwoBits(path[0]) == 00 then
(19) // the first byte in path is an ID
(20) path = {path[1], . . ., path[length(path) − 1]}
(21) Forward(path)
(22) end if
(23) end if

Algorithm 5: Packet forwarding at each node.

Input: path
(1) if FirstTwoBits(path[0]) == 01 then
(2) nextHop = GetNextHop(path[0], path[1])
(3) Unicast packet(with path) to nextHop
(4) else
(5) Broadcast packet(with path)
(6) end if

Algorithm 6: Forward(path): Decision of forwarding mechanism.

performed in the network with 2025 nodes unless the
network size is not mentioned in this section. The number
of neighbor nodes in the communication range is set up
to 12 unless specified differently. We assume that there is
no packet loss, and the size of the location coordinates
of a node is 2 times bigger than the size of the node
identifier. The evaluation metrics used were total packet
overhead, average computation time, and consumed energy.
Total packet overhead is the sum of all the multicast packets
delivered from a multicast root node to all the destination
nodes along a multicast path. Average computation time is
the average time taken by each forwarding node on the
multicast path for neighbor selection and packet re-encoding.
Consumed energy is the total energy used by the nodes in
the multicast path to perform transmission, reception, and
computation. Consumed energy is computed by multiplying
duration for transmission, reception, and computation by the
power consumption (Watt). The power consumption (Watt)
ratio of computation, transmission, and reception is shown in

Table 3: Power consumption ratio.

Operations Consumed power (Watt)
Computation 0.0000459
Transmission 0.0001
Reception 0.000132

Table 3 that corresponds to the cc2420 [28] and ATMega128L
[29] specifications.

As for the placement of destinations, we used both ran-
dom and clustered destinations. Many studies [30–34] have
shown that clustered destinations are common for the group
communication applications. Clustered WSNs were used to
achieve efficient energy usage, a long network lifetime, and
high network coverage. To evaluate clustered destinations, we
used various configurable parameters, including the number
of clusters, the number of nodes in a cluster, the distance
between a source and a cluster, and the radius of a cluster.
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Figure 8: Example of random and clustered destinations.
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Figure 9: Total packet overhead comparison with random destinations.

4.1. Random Destinations. We evaluated packet processing
overhead including total packet overhead and average com-
putation time and then quantified the consumed energy
with random destinations for EAGER, GMR, and DSM. We
randomly selected destinations as well as a multicast root
node. Figure 8 shows examples of random and clustered
destinationswith 64 destinations. A solid circle, solid squares,
crosses, and lines represent a source, destinations, forwarding
nodes, and routing paths, respectively.

The total packet overhead for the different number of
destinations is shown in Figure 9(a). The numbers of desti-
nations are varied with 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 nodes.
While the number of destinations increases, EAGER and
DSM use less packets than GMR. Since GMR encodes the
packet header with the destination locations, the packet
header size becomes larger as the number of destinations
increases. For example, if the number of destinations is less
than 64, the total packet overhead of GMR is smaller than
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Figure 10: Average computation time comparison with random destinations.

that of DSM.However, if the number of destinations becomes
greater than 64,GMRhas a bigger packet overhead than other
protocols. The result also shows that EAGER uses slightly
smaller packet sizes than DSM, as EAGER can reduce the
packet sizes adaptively using branch geographic information
for common source routing path segments.

Next, we examined the total packet overhead for the dif-
ferent network sizes in Figure 9(b). The network size ranges
from 100 to 2025 nodes while the number of destinations
is fixed with 30 nodes. The result also shows that the total
packet overhead of EAGER is always smaller than that of
GMR and DSM. Because DSM encodes the packet with the
multicast tree path, DSM’s packet size becomes bigger as the
larger network size increases. It also illustrates that DSM is
more sensitive to the network size than EAGER as well as
GMR. EAGER has a smaller total packet overhead and is less
sensitive to the network size than other protocols, as it has
a larger chance of having longer and nonbranchingpaths for
the large network.

As network size increases to more than 2025, we expect
that EAGER has the lowest total packet overhead and DSM
has the highest one. However, the network size at which
DSM has more total packet overhead than GMR changes
depending on the number of destinations. Specifically, the
more numbers of destinations are used, the larger network
size is needed so that DSM has more total packet overhead
than GMR.

The average computation time is compared for the differ-
ent number of destinations in Figure 10(a). The numbers of
destinations are from4 to 128 in the networkwith 2025 nodes.
GMR requires themost computation time compared to other
protocols, resulting in a high CPU overhead. This is because
GMR calculates the next forwarding neighbors on each

forwarding node and the algorithm complexity increases
according to the number of destinations. Meanwhile, in DSM
and EAGER, the multicast path information is calculated
and encoded by the multicast root node, leading to a lower
average computation time. However, for the large number of
destinations, the computation time of DSM is higher than
that of EAGER due to the encoding and decoding overhead
of the forwarding nodes.

We show the average computation time for the varied
network sizes in Figure 10(b).The network size is varied from
100 to 1024, while the number of destinations is set with 30%
of the network size. The results display that GMR spends
a much higher computation time than other protocols, but
the time difference is bounded and not proportional to the
increment of the network size. Both DSM and EAGER spend
minimal computation time and have little dependency on
the network size. However, for the larger network size, the
computation time of DSM becomes much higher than that
of EAGER because the encoding and decoding overhead
increase proportionally to the number of nodes on the
multicast routing path.

Figure 11 shows the energy consumption for the varied
number of destinations.Thenumber of destinations increases
from 32 to 256 for the network of 2025 nodes. The result
shows that EAGER consumes the least energy. It is because it
has a smaller total packet overhead and a lower computation
time than the other two protocols. The result also shows that
EAGER becomes more energy-efficient than other protocols
as the number of destinations increases. DSM shows worse
energy efficiency than GMR for the small number of desti-
nations. However, DSM has better energy consumption than
GMR when the number of destinations increases. It is also
observed that the energy consumption conforms more to
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Figure 11: Consumed energy comparison with random destina-
tions.

the total packet overhead than the computation time, as the
relative energy consumption for communication is set much
higher than the one for computation as in Table 3.

4.2. Clustered Destinations. Here we used the clustered des-
tinations for the comparative evaluations of total packet
overhead and consumed energy.

Figures 12(a) and 12(b) illustrate total packet overhead
and consumed energy, respectively, with the different number
of destinations from 4 to 64. Protocol-C means the pro-
tocol measured with clustered destinations, and protocol-
R means the protocol measured with random destinations.
We found that all protocols with clustered destinations have
smaller total packet overhead and energy consumption than
those with random destinations. It was observed that the
gap between GMR and DSM becomes larger in clustered
destinations than in random ones while the number of
destinations increases. This is because the total path lengths
from a source and destinations have been reduced much
faster in clustered destinations than in random destinations.
As EAGER enjoys the benefit of GMR, it outperforms DSM
in clustered destination scenarios. It also always has a smaller
total packet overhead than GMR as well, due to compact
packet encoding.

We next varied the different distances between a source
and a cluster head from 600 to 850 meters while fixing
the number of destinations as 8 and measured total packet
overhead and consumed energy in Figures 13(a) and 13(b).
EAGER exhibits the least energy consumption and total
packet overhead than other protocols. DSM shows lower
energy consumption and less total packet overhead than
GMR in the short path lengths. However, as the path lengths
become longer, DSM shows higher energy consumption and
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Figure 12: Total packet overhead and consumed energy compar-
isons with varied number of destinations, (-R: random destinations,
-C: clustered destinations).

larger total packet overhead than GMR, since DSM’s packet
header has to include all of the path information.

Finally, we varied the number of clusters from 1 to 8 while
the total number of destinations is fixed, in Figures 14(a)
and 14(b). They demonstrate that the total packet overhead
and energy consumption with EAGER shows less energy
consumption and total packet overhead than other protocols
as the number of clusters increases. DSM shows lower energy
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Figure 13: Total packet overhead and consumed energy compar-
isons with varied cluster path length.

consumption and less total packet overhead than GMR in the
small number of clusters. However, as the number of clusters
increases, DSM shows higher energy consumption and larger
total packet overhead than GMR. This is because the path
length increases as the number of clusters increases.

In all the various evaluation scenarios, EAGER out-
performed both source-based and location-based multicast
protocols, not only taking the advantage of each effectively,
but also enhancing each of them with efficient encoding and
forwarding operations.
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Figure 14: Total packet overhead and consumed energy compar-
isons with varied number of clusters of destinations.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a novel stateless path information-based
multicast protocol, named EAGER (energy-efficient adaptive
geo-source multicast routing) for WSNs. EAGER optimizes
the previous location-based multicast and source multicast
approaches by adaptive usage of geographic unicast and
source multicast routing. It is also equipped with unique
features including on-demand tree construction using path
information, light-weight forwarding, and enhanced state
encoding capability. Our extensive simulation results exhibit
that EAGER outperforms GMR and DSM in computation
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time, packet overhead, and energy consumption while main-
taining the advantages of stateless protocols.
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